
Ulrich Masonic Art Magic
               Ulrich Masonic Lodge Tributes Engraved On Winchesters

  Researched By Gary Gianotti	  
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The Roosevelt Winchester 1892: Plains American Natives on horseback shows how clever the Ulrich’s where with the design of the horses legs 
and hoofs. that form numbers. Much like the concept with Lucille Mulhall’s Winchester that TR gave her as a gift. Where the entire out line of 
the panel scene is made up of several letters in the design of a “J” for John Ulrich. The hoof on both horses do have a letter “J” makers mark. 
Both horse display the numbers 47 that represents the Ulrich’s associated Masonic Lodge #47. The left horse I believe is John the fathers 
hand and the hors on the right is John the younger Ulrich. Note that the horse on the left bearing the 4 on the top of the number has a 7 cut 
between the legs with a two slashes that form the Ulrich “U” makers mark.

The Roosevelt 1892 fitters stamp #4  was thought to be a number representing a Mark Mason 4 that represents a higher degree in Masonry. 
After finding the #47 in both horses, I took a closer look at the fitters mark and we can see a #7 cut on the top right side of the #4 that again 
represents the Morning Star Lodge 47. The X seen is common to find on many Ulrich rifles. Often they are placed near important marks for 
others to pinpoint an important symbol or makers marks. The great seal bird engraved on the yellow-boy is owned by the notable gun collector 
Mr. Clark of “Collectors Firearms” out of Houston Texas. Mr. Clarks exceptionally important Ulrich rifle bears scroll art showing the 
symbolism numbers of “three” Ulrich associated lodges in Connecticut. The birds lower beak inverted is a “J” for  John Ulrich and recently I 
found the inverted Ulrich “U” master mark. Which is curved “U” like the one on the horse breast. Note the spectacular Lodge number 47 in the 
birds tail feathers. The TR 1892, Laoboomi and Clark yellow-boys are exceptional Masonic tribute engravings by the Ulrich’s. These custom 
free style engravings are far more rare and more important than the finest engraved Ulrich rifles known. Quote: “It’s not about the quality of 
the engravings, it the rarity of three Ulrich Masonic Winchester existing that are dedicated in design to their personal Masonic history. There 
is no smoke plate factory rifle, no exhibition rifle existing by the Ulrich’s that is historically more important than these Ulrich custom 
Masonic Tribute rifles. Exceptionally “RARE” is an understatement regarding how priceless these custom engravings are today. i


